
Rabatex Industries Pvt Ltd is one of India’s most prominent textile machinery manufac

established in 1962 with the vision and mission to develop cutting edge technology in

sector. Through its passionate R&D team, the company has stood firm on its goals, wh

success in 28 countries across the globe.

Rabatex is on a growth streak and recently, strengthened its capacities with full techni

how from Alexander & Giovanelli Group, an Italian textile machinery systems provider. 

mark in developing and producing equipment with quality materials from Europe. Com

tradition, they have grown in this industry in a seamlessly progressive way.

The teal strength of this group is the centenary family’s experience in this sector and t

commitment, dedication, respect and care for details that make their work unique. The

in design and installation of advanced material handling and storage equipment. With

and cutting-edge technology, Rabatex aims to produce state-of-the-art weaving transpo
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Sandeep Panchal of Rabatex Group and Luca Giovanelli of Alexander & Giovanelli Group shaking hands o
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This joint venture agreement of Rabatex with the Alexander & Giovanelli Group will brin

manufacturing and sales of advanced, electric operated, handling equipment to the In

Group currently has an extensive range of electric trolleys for weaving room, which it w

Indian grounds instead of exporting them from Italy. Throughout the production, quality

standards of the Group will be maintained. Luca Giovanelli, Director at Alexander & Gio

“The main reason for tying up with Rabatex is to use their world-class manufacturing fa

It will reduce our production costs and we will be able to offer products with the most c

world market. The supply from India will surely shorten the delivery time to supply to In

countries as well. We hope to have progressive association and partnership with the R

Also Read  Picanol At Techtextil India

This joint venture will also complement Rabatex in offering a complete range of materi

for the textile industry, including the mechanical trolleys and electric operated trolleys.

established in the Indian and global market with more than 5000 trolleys working succ

textile mills. With the industry moving towards automated technologies, Rabatex forese

the electric operated trolleys. And, due to increased capacities with this tie-up, their m

is all set to increase in India and 28 other countries as well.

Also Read  Itema S.p.A. Announces Agreement For Significant Stakes In Schoch

(L-R) D B Patel, Design Head, Rabatex, Haresh Panchal, MD, Rabatex, Luca Giovanelli, Directo
Giovanelli Group, Sandip Panchal, Director, Rabatex and Virkam Shah, VP of Rabatex at the s
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Venture

Additionally, the company’s customers will have several advantages. According to Sand

Rabatex Group: “Rabatex produces mechanical trolleys but is looking forward to cateri

automated equipment. This may ease the functioning of any unit with a lesser operatio

department, by enhancing productivity and reducing downtime. Also, the electrical trol

several safety features, so the chances of accidents will be minimised”.

Luca Giovanelli also wants to explore a new concept of renting trolleys to mills. The com

to start such a service. It plans to, rent the trolleys to the mills and provide the service

these trolleys. This will ensure that the trolleys are always maintained as per the strict 

standards and will also be cost-effective for the mills.

Also Read  Stäubli Supports Home Textile Weavers With Quality Machinery Solut

After this amalgamation of resources and expertise, the Rabatex Group is looking to d

by focusing on material handling and storage solution equipment as well. Rabatex is a

technical tie-ups in this field in the coming years. Another addition to its list of joint ven

world-renowned Karl Mayer for manufacturing of warp preparation machinery in India.

known for their innovation and ability to produce futuristic technology for the industry. 

contributions, Rabatex has set benchmarks in the industry and will continue to move f

spirit and dedication.
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